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Nine questions & answers to 
demystify CPS data collection  
Overview

Consumer Panel Services

We’ve put together a list of our Panelists’ most common CPS data collection questions and their answers. 
If you have specific questions that pertain to your country, please reach out to your NielsenIQ 
representative.

Q: I run a small business and oftentimes buy office items during my weekly shopping trip. Can I 
record these purchases?

A: No. Purchases made for a business or other organizations should not be recorded. Only record 
purchases made for you as an individual, or for household use.

Q: I had my son run out to the grocery store to purchase a few items for dinner. Should I record these 
items even if it wasn’t me who purchased them?

A: Yes! Record purchases made by all members of your household. Every item purchased reflects your 
household’s buying behaviors.

Q: I went to the farmer’s market and bought a bunch of fresh fruits and vegetables, but they don’t 
have barcodes. Should I exclude these items?

A: No. Record purchases that do not have a barcode using the Reference Guide. For manual panels, save 
the receipt for the auditor and/or record the items using your diary.

Q: The barcode on the item is ripped. How can I still record this item?

A: If the barcode is ripped or unreadable, manually enter the barcode number using the scanner’s keypad. 
For manual panels, auditors are able to lookup the product using the description.

Q: I made two separate purchases at the same retailer on the same day. How should I record these 
purchases?

A: Record each shopping trip separately. For manual panels, keep the receipts from both trips for the 
auditor to record and/or record the items in your diary.
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Q: I purchased items from an online retailer, but each item came in its own box. How should I record 
these items?

A: Record each item upon delivery, even if they come in separate packages. If the items don’t come with a 
packing receipt, print out the email/order confirmation to refer back to it when reporting your purchase.

Q: HELP! I accidentally threw my receipt away and my auditor is coming today to record my   
purchases. What should I do?

A: The auditor will still visit on the agreed upon day and time and ask questions regarding your shopping 
trip. Try to remember what you purchased, but most likely this will be recorded as a missed trip.

Q: I’m going on vacation for a week. Do I need to do anything?

A: Yes. Prior to your vacation, inform NielsenIQ or the auditor that you will be away.


